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Digital Experiences

That Simply Work!
Let us define, design and revolutionize

your idea
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Hey! We are

Rootcode Studio
We believe that creativity flourishes in independence. We nourish 
young and daring creatives through collaboration to dare to disrupt 
the norm while still being grounded in a solid understanding about 
design fundamentals. We take care to approach each new project in 
a new light, both in terms of strategy and execution to ultimately 
deliver a product that will always, exceed expectations. 

What We Do

UI/UX Design
Bespoke, user centric experience design based on your 
brand style with the optimum mix of functionality and 
aesthetics

UX Audit
Let us look at your current products through an expert 
point of view and upgrade it to leave no edge cases 
hanging

Design Systems
Develop a comprehensible, resulable design system 
that you can utilize to maintain brand consistency across 
the board

MVPs
Design MVPs that win.  Develop your idea into a 
scalable product that is engineered to penetrate the 
market at an early stage

UX ResDesign Thinking 
Workshops

Let your team learn from our experts to "Design", the 
right way

UX Research
Bespoke, user centric experience design based on your 
brand style with the optimum mix of functionality and 
aesthetics

UX Consulting
Our consultants can help you take research backed, UX 
decisions that will drive real world results

How We Design

Immerse


First, we immerse ourselves in the project, 
and into the minds of the end users of your 
product to empathize and understand their 
pain points. We conduct research and 
discover what the users actually expect, 
their mentality and build an immersion 
map.

Ideate


We bounce ideas back and forth between 
you and our creatives to define the 
boundaries of the product and what pain 
points it should focus on addressing. Then, 
we brainstorm and define how the product 
can best address them.

Innovate


We innovate an array of solutions that can 
be used to address the defined pain points 
by looking at them in multiple 
perspectives. We build prototypes for them 
and conduct user research to recognize 
success levels. Finally, we decide on the 
optimum design that delivers the best User 
Experience to your customer.

How We Think

We Are Ready,
to take on your idea and with an open 
mind and develop it to rumble the 
ground.

We Are Set,
with knowledge, talent and creatives 
with an arsenal of ideas.

..and We Go!
to work collaboratively through a 
customer focused and innovation 
driven approach to deliver the 
optimum product.

Punctual and Flexible 
Approach




Time is of the essence for both you and us. We 
clearly define the timeline at the beginning of the 
project and strictly adhere. Further, we are flexible 
and open minded about your requirements and 
requests. If you want to discuss anything even 
when the project is underway, our doors are wide 
open!

Expertise with MVPs 




We build and design MVP’s that win. We help 
early-stage concepts to be designed into scalable 
products with just the right mix of functionality that 
will spearhead the initial market penetration.


End User Focused Experience 
Design


The designs will be engineered from a customer 
perspective to address real world pain points. 
Empathy driven design methodologies adopted by 
us will ensure that the end user is retained and 
ultimately enthralled to use the product.


Innovation Driven Process 
Mechanics




We follow a bespoke design process unique to 
Rootcode Studio that is driven by the constant 
need to innovate. The methodologies used are 
guaranteed to deliver a design that simply works.


United States

1161 Mission Street

San Fransisco 

CA 94103

+1323 329 7549
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+94 112 574 572
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Experiences We Engineered 
We designed experiences that truly reinnovated the digital experience of the people who work with us

O U R  P R O C E S S

Turn your idea into an 
Let’s Talk

experience 


Thrill Your Customers With 

Impeccable UI/UX Design

We offer a spectrum of specialized services to upgrade your customer retention and attraction through carefully 
crafted experience design. 

rootcode.studio

Why Us

+35 Customers


